WHO: 10% of Medicine in Developing Countries
Fake or Substandard
I.
killing hundreds of thousands of ███████ and wasting billions
antibiotics, cancer treatments and diabetes medication
cannot treat or prevent disease, WHO said.
split.
treatment failures, also resistance
fixing the problem will take █████ resources
affect the most vulnerable ██████████
Countries have agreed
time to translate them into
products

II.
funny how death isn’t much on the mind isn’t much a real thing isn’t much
a concern until your body is a galactic crucible is a pillar of creation for
the death-makers how with one mistaken action you could be a
supernova an epicenter of disease each heavy particle of you chain
reacting into another person and all you can do is take one little pill one
little pill that supposedly will stop your own death and stop you from
killing others others that trust you to take that pill and then you read an
article that tells you ten percent but probably more of all drugs are fake
are fake and could kill or help kill or turn away from the killing and it
makes you want to eat the whole bottle like some gravitational force
sucking in the dusty remnants of the exploded universe just suck down
the whole bottle and refill the bottle and eat those pills too and refill the
bottle and eat those and refill the bottle if only to stop this explosion to
stop anything within your nonexistent power

III.
WHO urges governments to take action
disease or death.

Imagine a ██████ who gives up
This is ██acceptable
Countries have agreed
a threat to losing power
estimate the threat by modelling ███████ dying
A second model of failure
quality constrained
more research needed to determine impact of sales
Countries need to prevent response
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